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Abstract 

An error analysis of the COST 231 vValfish-Ikegami model [1] proposed for urban area and 
the demonstration of a 3 dimensional deterministic wave propagation model are made in 
this paper. First the sensitivity of the COST 231 model to the uncertainty of the building 
parameters is analyzed and a modification in the application of the model that reduces the 
error caused by the irregular building structure is performed. The effect of the building 
database accuracy is also shown. The need for a more precise propagation model appears, 
and the first results from a 3D deterministic model based on the Uniform Theory of 
Diffraction are presented . The validity of the approximation in the calculation of the 
diffraction coefficients and the effect of the slope diffraction are investigated, and results 
of measurements of material parameters necessary for the model are presented. The 
calculations are assessed by measurements at 900 111Hz on a suitable part of Budapest. 

Keywords: mobile communications, propagation models, material parameters. 

Introduction 

The prediction of the path loss is a very important step in plan
ning the cellular mobile systems. The semiempirical COST 231 \YALFISH
IKEGAMI model [1] developecl. for predicting the path loss in urban environ
ment is based on the theoretical works of \VALFISH and BERTO:\I [2] and 
IKEGA,,-n· [3] and has included empirical correction factors introduced by 
the COST 23l. 

In the first part of this paper the error introduced by the uncertainty 
of the model parameters in the path loss prediction is examined, by other 
words how accurate the parameters have to be in order that the predicted 
path loss prediction achieve a desired accuracy. This problem appears dur
ing the construction of databases containing data on the building structure, 
or in the application of the model with mean parameter values. A modi
fication in the application of the COST 231 model ensuring better appli-
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cability on wide streets and squares and where the building height varies 
along the propagation path is introduced. 

In the second part of the paper the vertical plane component of the 3D 
model based on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) is described. The 
measured values of the parameters of the building materials characteristic 
to the test area are also presented. 

In the third part a comparison between measurements and prediction 
at 900 MHz on a selected area of Budapest is made, showing the applica
bility of the COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model, the reduction of the pre
diction error with the modification of the model, the effect of the database 
accuracy and the results of the vertical propagation model. 

Error Analysis of the COST 231 Model 

The model assumes a rectangular street grid with equidistantly spaced 
buildings as half screens having the same height and can be applied in the 
following range of the parameters: 

• frequency range, f = 800-2000 MHz 
• base station (BS) antenna height, hb = 4-50 m 
• mobile station (MS) antenna height, h m = 1-3 m 
• distance between the BS-MS, d=0.02-5 km 

The different parameters used by the model are shown on Fig. 1: 
• adjacent building distance, b 
• street width, w 
• building height, hroo! 
• street orientation, fi. 

The COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model gives the basic path loss Lb 
and it is composed of three terms: 

Lb = { Lo + Lrts + Lmsd 
La for L rts + Lmsd ::; 0, 

(1) 

where La represents the free space loss, Lrts the 'roof-top-to-street diffrac
tion and scatter loss' and the term Lmsd the 'multi-screen loss'. The free 
space loss is given by 

Lo = 32.4 + 20 19 d[km] + 20 Ig i M Hzl. 

The roof-to-street diffraction and scatter loss is 

L - 169 101 [m] 101 f[A-IHz] 201 "h[m] L· rts - - . - g w + g + g L.}. m + on, 

(2) 

(3) 
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where 

Lori = 2.5 + 0.075 * (ti[deg
] - 35) -for ~5° ~ fi ::; 55°, (4) 

{ 

10 + 0.354 * fi[deg] for 0 < fi < 35° 

4.0 - 0.114 * (ti[deg] - 55) for 55° ::; fi ::; 90°, 

{ 
f:J.hm = hroof - hm (5) 
f:J.hb = hb - hroof 

The multi-screen diffraction loss is 

where 

L [ 1 [Y1H~] [m] 
Lmsd = bsh + ka + kd 19 d m + k fIg f " - - 9lg b 

L 
_ { -18lg ( 1 + 6h~m]) for hb > hroof 

bsh -
o for hb ::; hroof 

54 

54 - O.86h~m] 
for hb > hroof 

ford ~ 0.5 km 

(6) 

(7) 

ka = and hb::; hrooj (8) 

and 

and 

r 
kf = -4 + t 

54 - 0.8(f:J.h~ml*d[kml 10.5) for d < 0.5 km 

l 

18 for hb > hrooj 

18 - 15 ~hb for hb::; hrooj 
hroof 

0.7 (f[;~~~J - 1) for medium-sized cities and 

centers with mod. tree density, 

1.5 (f[;~~~] - 1) for metropolitan centers. 

(9) 

(10) 

For the case when information on the building structure are not available 
default values from the following range are recommended: 

b= 20 .. 50 m; 
w = b12; 
hroof =3 m *{number of floors} +roof; 

{ 
3 m , pitched ° 

roof= fi=90 . 
Om, flat 
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Fig. 1. The parameters of the COST 231 W-I. model 
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Fig. 2. The building database 

The influence of the imprecision of the parameters can be estimated 
from the equations of the model [1]. 

Since with the exception of the hrooj the parameters of the model are 
independent of the distance d, in order that the numerical results are more 
general the average path loss < L > was computed in steps of 10 m in the 
whole range of the BS-MS distances of 0.02-5 km. In the case of the error 
introduced by the hrooj the averaging of the path loss was made between 
0.5 and 5 km. 

The numerical analysis of the error was performed around the values 
of b = 50 m, W = 25 m , hrooj = 26 m that represent the mean values 
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Fig. 3. Ivlaterial parameters of a brick sample 

characteristic to the test area. The other parameters around which the 
error is computed are hb=32 m, h m =1.5 m including a street orientation 
of fi=80°, a frequency of f=943 MHz; urban area with metropolitan city 
characteristic to the test area were assumed. 

The building distance b is included in term Lmsd given by Eq.(6) and 
its increase means a 9 dB j dec decrease in the path loss. In the numerical 
presentation the influence of b was examined between 5 and 50 m because 
these are the mean values practically possible for the given area. Fig 4 
presents the average path loss < L > versus b with hroof as a parameter. 
It can be seen from the figure that because of the independence of the 
parameters the curves are in parallel. Results of calculations with various 
parameters including b i- 50 m are collected in Table 1. It can be seen from 
Table 1 that for b = 50-10 m and b = 50+ 15 m the deviation of the path 
loss from that of the b = 50 m condition is around 1 dB. 

The error introduced by the street width w can be determined from 
the Eq. (3) giving the term L TtS ' In this case the decrease of the path loss is 
10 dBjdec with the increase of w, which means that a smaller uncertainty 
of w than that of b introduces the same error. Fig. 5 shows the average path 
loss, .< L > versus w with hroof as a parameter. Similar to the previous 
case the curves are in parallel. Table 1 shows that for w = 25-5 ID and w = 
25+5 m the deviation of the path loss from that of the w = 25 m condition 
is around 1 dB. 

The excess path loss LOT; represents the influence of the street orien
tation, fi and it is given by Eq. (4) in three different terms and for which 
reason the model should be applied carefully when fi is around 350 and 
550 because the resulted error can be significant. Fig. 6 shows the aver
aged path loss < L > versus fi with b as parameter. It can be observed 
from Fig. 6 the parallel curves owing to the independence of the parame-
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Fig. 5. The influence of the street width 

ters, and the piecewisely linear character due to the above mentioned three 
different terms of L ori . Table 1 shows that a deviation of fi by ±9° around 
fi = 80° introduces an error by about 1 dB. 

Figs. 4, 5, 6 also show that the averaged path loss curves are not lin
ear, by other words the error introduced by the uncertainty of the parame
ters (b, w, fi) depends also on the magnitude of the parameters, which cor
responds to the reality. 
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The influence of the building height appears in different equations 
of the COST 231 Walfish - Ikegami model [3,6,8,9]' and can be observed 
that in contrast to the other parameters the error introduced by the hroof 
depends on the hb and in the case of d < 0.5 km and when hb <= hroof it 
depends also on d, which corresponds to the practical situation. For this 
reason, in the numerical analysis of the error introduced by the hroof the 
computation of the average path loss was done between d = 0.5 km and 
5 km. Because at the test area mean values out of this range are not very 
probable, the building height was computed between hroof =9 m to 30 m. 
Fig. 1 shows the average path loss, < L > versus hroof with hb as parameter. 
It can be observed from Fig. 1that the case when hroof has the same value 
as hb represents a relative big error source in the application of the model. 

Table 1 shows that a deviation of hroof by 0.7 and 0.6 m around the 
mean hroof = 26 m value introduces an error in the path loss of approx. 
1 dB. Fig. 8 shows the path loss, L versus hroof curves with the MS-BS 
distance, d as parameter for d <=0.5 km, where because of the dependence 
of the hroof on d shown also by Eg. (9) the curves are no longer in parallel. 
Similar curves are presented in [4]. The error introduced by the uncertainty 
of the hroof can be read from Fig 1 for any practically possible value of the 
other parameters with the condition of d >0.5 km or d < = 0.5 km and 
hb > hroof· In case when d <=0.5 km and hb <=hroof the error has to 
be examined separately for different values of the distance d between the 
BS and MS. 
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Fig. 8. The influence of the building height (d < 0.5 km) 

With the above presented figures the error introduced by the uncer
tainty of the parameters can be determined. Usually in the application of 
the model not only one but all of the parameters are in error to some de
gree so the aggregate error has to be analysed. The aggregate error can be 
obtained from Fig.4 - Fig. 8 and for a specific parameter combination is 
also given in Table 1, showing that the aggregate error results as the sum 
of the partial errors, which is explained by the independence of the param-
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Table 1 
Uncertainty of the parameters 

w(m] roof[m] fi[deg] < L >[dBm] ,,[dB] 

50 25 26 80 145.64 
65 25 26cc 80 144.61 1.03 
50 30 26 80 144.84 0.8 
50 20 26 80 146.6 -0.96 
50 25 26.6 80 146.55 -0.91 
50 25 25.3 80 144.64 1 
50 25 26 71 146.66 -1.02 
50 25 26 89 144.61 1.03 
65 30 25.3 89 141.80 3.84 
40 20 26.6 71 149.41 -3.77 

eters. It should be mentioned that the above error analysis refers to the er
ros introduced by the uncertainty of the building parameters, beside which 
other errors caused by the nature of the model are present. Therefore, the 
above analysis gives a low boundary for the path loss error. 

Modification in the Application of the COST 231 Model 

As was mentioned the COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model assumes regular 
building structure with rectangular street grid and buildings having the 
same height. However, the above assumptions in the majority of the cities 
are not 1')atisfied and in this case the model gives a relative large prediction 
error. 

Using a digitised database containing the building structure the fluc
tuation of the building heights and building distance on this area of 
Budapest can be seen (Fig. 2). 

Fig 2 shows a segment between the BS and MS on the test area for 
a given position of the MS. Because of the variation of the building heigth 
along the radio path the calculation of the average building height taking 
into consideration all of the buildings between the MS and BS can conduct 
to relative large errors, because the small buildings have not a dominant 
effect on the wave propagation but reduce the average building height. 
For this reason in the calculation of the mean building height the small 
buildings will not be taken into account. First the average h javg including 
all of the buildings between the MS and BS is determined after that the 
buildings having a smaller height than the resulted average by 20% are 
excluded and the calculation of the average height is repeated with the 
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remaining buildings, obtaining in this way the mean value, hrooF 

n 
'Lh; 

hfav. 
;=1 

n 
(ll) 

where 
hi the height of the building on the radio path, 

n - the total number of the buildings along the radio path. 
The average building height results as 

where 

n-p 

'L hj 
j=l 

hroof = ---, 
n -p 

(12) 

hj - the height of the buildings exceeding the first average value, 
p the number of buildings along the radio path having height below 

the first average by 20%. 
Another observation that can be made is that using the width w of 

the street on which the mobile is located conducts to errors in the case of 
road intersections or empty squares, where the street width differs from w. 
For this reason in the case when the distance between the MS assumed to 
be situated in the middle of the street and the building in the vicinity of 
the MS exceeds by 10% the street width w1 the exact distance between the 
MS and the building w2 is considered. 

As known, the term Lmsd in the COST 231 model given by Eg. (6) 
is derived from the model of vYALFISH and BERTO:\I [2] considering the 
buildings as equidistantly spaced knife edges having the same height. The 
term Lrts is given by the model of IKEGA:VlI [3] based on geometrical optics 
and considering the effect of the buildings near the MS. 

If h roof 1 represents the average height of the buildings along the radio 
path and hroof 2 the value of the building height in the vicinity of the MS, 
for the case when h roo f2 > hroof 1 the value h roo f2 should be used in the 
terms of the COST 231 model derived from the Ikegami model Lrts in order 
to taking into consideration better the effect of the building height. 

Since the COST 231 model presents large prediction errors in the 
cases when its assumptions are not satisfied and the suggested improvement 
can reduce this error only to some degree, the need for a more precise 3D 
model appears. 
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The 3D Model 

To achieve a better prediction we used an other model based on the UTD 
(Uniform Theory of Diffraction), In contrary to the previously mentioned 
methods this one applies the geometrical optics, 

While working with UTD we choose an edge fixed coordinate system, 
(~'O, J', ~O, ~ are parallel or perpendicular unit vectors to incident and the 

diffraction plane, and 8' = ~ X ~'O, 8 = J' x ~O), We are looking for the 
solution in the form of: 

(S)]=_[Ds 
(s) 0 

(Q)] A(' ) -j8s (Q) s,se , 

where the incident field component parallel to the incident plane is 
Ei 8'0 (Q) = ~'O * Ei and the perpendicular component is Eiol (Q) = J' * E i, 

The diffraction coefficients can be written as: D s (rf;rf;',n,,6'O) = Di(rf;
rf;', n, (3'0) -D r (rf;,+rf;',n,(3'O), the soft coefficient, Dh(rf;rf;',n,,6'O) = Di(rf;
rf;',n,(3'O) + D r (rf;,+rf;',n,(3'O), the hard coefficient, 

Keller dealt with this problem thoroughly and his theories are summa
rized in the literature as GTD (Geometrical Theory of Diffraction), How
ever, his formulas do not give continuous solution on the incident (rf; = 
11 + rf;') and diffraction (rf; = 11 - rf;') boundary, 

To get rid of these singularities Kouyoumjian and Pathak modified 
the previous theory and published it under the name of UTD (Uniforn: 
Theory of Diffraction). According to the UTD the diffraction coefficients 
have the following components: 

" e - j" /,1 { 11 + (dJ - dJ') , , 
Di(L,rf; - rf; ,n,,6 0) = 2nvf21T73sin(3'O cot[ 2n ' ]F[6LgT(rf; - rf;) 

+cot[1I - (t - rf;')]F[(3Lg (rf; - rf;1)}, 
n 

1 1 e-j"j-'± { [11 + (dJ + dJl)]. -'-( , ,I) 
D,.(L, <p + <p ,n, ,80) = 2nv'211,6 sin ,6'0 cot 2n F[(3Lr( q:> + q:> 

[11 - (rf; + rf;')]F[f.lL -(' ")} +cot 2n ,u g (]) + (/) , 

where g+ = 1 + cos[(rf;mrf;') - 2n1l1'1+] and g- = 1 + cos[(rf;mrf;l) - 2n1l1'1-j. 
In this expression 1'1+, 1'1- are the positive, negative integers or zero, 

which satisfies most closely the following equations: 

2 i\--'- (' ,I' . n1l 1 I ' - (/)mq:» = +11 
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2mf N- - (rfJmrfJ') = -7r for 9 , 

, ,s(p~ +s )pi1pi2 sin2 i3'o "..." L m generalIs: ~ ( '1' )( '2+) where pzl,pz2 are Lhe mC1dent "vave front 
Pe P"S pI S 

radius in the point of the diffraction and p~ denotes the same in an edge 
fixed coordinate system, For some special cases, however, the equation 
looks simpler: 
s sin2 13'0 for plane wave, 

s sin f30s' sin 13'0 
for cylindrical wave, 

s sin 130 + s' sin 13' 0 
, ' 213'0 ss sm 

s+ s' 
for the case of spherical incident wave, 

The Fresnel transition function (F) is in charge of the continuity of the 
solution on the boundaries as mentioned. Its most general mathematical 
form can be written as: 

()() 

J 
"';/3Lg+(9-</:>') 

()() 

J 
()() 

J 
"';.!3Lg+(9+0') 

()() 

J 
"';.!3Lg- (9+0') 

The Fresnel integral can be approximated in the following way: 

if x> 10F(x) ~1 

l'f < 03F( ) rv [.j7rX 2 jr./4 2 2 -jr./4] j(r./4+x) x , x = 7rX - xe - -x e e . 3 . 

if 5 - F( ) rv 1 . 1 3 1 .15 1 75 1 
x > .::> x = + J 2x - 4' x2 - J 8' x 3 + 16 x4 ' 

if 0.3 < x < 5.5 linear interpolation is used to find F( x), 
We also calculated the slope diffraction coefficients, which become 

significant, when the incident field is small, since this one is proportional to 
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the first derivative of the field. The diffraction coefficients are the following 
for soft and hard polarizations, respectively: 
for soft polarization 

aE;(Q) = ~ aE; I , 
an s' acjJ' Q 

aDs(cjJ, cjJ', n, ;3'0) 
acjJ' 

-j7o/4 + (0 "") 
- e . {(I/sin2[" .' - <p ]Fs[;3Lg+(cjJ - cjJ')] 

4n2 .j2,,;3 sm ;3'0 2n 

-1/ sin2 [" + (tn- cjJ') ]Fs[;3Lg - (cjJ - cjJ')] 

+(1/ sin2 [" + (tn+ cjJ')]Fs[;3Lg+(cjJ + cjJ')] 

-1/ sin2
[" + (tn + cjJ') ]Fs[;3Lg - (cjJ + cjJ')]} 

for hard polarization 

pc -j3s 

) 
e . 

s(pc + s ' 

aH;(Q) = ~ aH; I 
an s' acjJ' Q' 

aDh (cjJ, cjJ', n, ;3'0) 
acjJ' 

_ e-
j7o

/
4
• {(1/ sin2[" + (cjJ - cjJ')]Fs[;3Lg+(cjJ - cjJ')] 

4n2 .j2,,;3 sm ;3'0 2n 

-1/ sin2[" - (cjJ - cjJ')]Fs[;3Lg (cjJ - cjJ')] 
2n 

+(1/ sin2[" + (tn+ cjJ')]Fs[;3Lg+(cjJ + cjJ')] 

-1/ sin2
[" - (tn+ cjJ')]Fs[;3Lg- (cjJ + cjJ')])} 
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where Fs(x) = 2jx[1 - F(x)]. 
Based on the method of CrCHo;-,; et al. [9], [10] we constructed our 

own model. This model is split into three components just like that of the 
German colleagues. 

The first component of the model works in the so-called vertical plane, 
which contains the transmitter and the receiver and is perpendicular to the 
ground. Here we computed the diffraction coefficients at each wedge and 
summarized the diffraction effect in diffraction matrices. 

Since an extra diffracting edge might cause 20 dB loss, one of the 
hardest tasks was to come up with an effective ray tracing algorithm. In or
der to keep the model manageable, we divided the wedges into two groups. 
The first consists of the so-called first order obstacles, on which the ray 
must pass along its way from the transmitter to the receiver. Among these 
first order obstacles the higher order wedges are located. Additionally to 
the first order propagation path, routes with one extra diffraction on higher 
order obstacles contribute as much as 10-20 dB less than the frist order 
pathto the total. This implies that more than two additional diffractions 
should not be considered. 

We launched a ray from the transmitter to the receiver. VVe found 
the first edge, which must be in the path (it does not necessarily have to 
be the first edge that intersects the receiver-transmitter line). Afterwards 
from this edge an other ray was launched to the receiver and the process 
continued recursively until all the first order edges were collected. Among 
the first order edges the second order edges were differentiated from the 
third order edges in a similar way as it was done for the first order edges. 
However, between two first order edges there might be more second order 
edges, -w·hich lead to a multiple propagation. 

The transverse plane, 'which also contains the transmitter-receiver 
line and perpendicular to the previous mentioned plane helps predict the 
coverage in situations, where the propagation mainly takes place under the 
roof top level. In micro cell systems this component becomes extremely 
important, while in macro cell environment the vertical component alone 
gives fairly good results. 

For the correction of the first two components a third one is intro
duced. This one searches and calculates the transmission on scattered 
paths. In order to use a prediction model for real planning purposes, we 
not only need an accurate method, but also a quick one. Taking the scat
tered components into consideration the model becomes more complicated 
and the results do not improve very much [9]. 

The database is in a vector form. The test area was digitized and 
each roof is characterized by its height and the corner points (in EOVX,Y 
coordinates) of the corresponding building. 
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The results of the vertical plane model were also compared with the 
measurements. The comparison shows good agreement, but the differences 
become larger, when propagation on the street level should be taken into 
consideration. We plan to complete the model with the transverse plane, 
which will yield even better results. 

The measurement of the material parameters needed for the 3D model 
was performed as described in [11] for the 400-1700 MHz frequency range. 
The results are presented by Table 2 and Fig. 3 showing good agreement 
with previous measurements reported by the literature. 

Comparison between Measurements and Prediction 

The 1'v1 easurements and the Test A rea 

The measurements were carried out on a relative smooth area of Budapest 
characterised by inhomogeneous building structure. In the calculation ur
ban environment and metropolitan city were assumed. 

A 65° half power beam width directional BS antenna, with an effective 
radiated power of ERP = 195 W in the main antenna beam direction, which 
was 320° from North in clockwise was used on the test area shown by Fig. 9. 
The receiver consisted of a modified MS with antenna of 2 dB gain and of 
h m = 1.5 m height.The measurements were obtained according to [5]. 

1: 

Fig, 9, The test area 

As shown by Fig. 9 four different measuring routes were chosen on the part 
of the test area for which digitised building database containing the height 
of the buildings is available. Fig. 2 shows a part of the test area given by 
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Fig. 9 with the aim of presenting the fluctuation of the building height, for 
which reason the test routes cannot be shown by this figure. 

Fig. 10 Fig. 13 show the received power level Pr versus the distance 
between the MS and the beginning of the measuring routes AI-A2 and 
BI-B2, ds. 

The prediction curves \iV-I. and W-I.imp. given by Fig. 10 and 
Fig. 11 were Qbtained using digital database where the height of the build
ings was also available (Fig. 2), while the curves W-I.AC. given by Fig. 12 
and Fig. 13 represent the received power given by the COST 231 using an 
AutoCAD database containing only the value of the street width. For this 
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Fig. 13. ;\tIeasuring route B1-B2 

case the value of the building distance b = 2 * wand a mean building height 
hroof=26 m characteristic to the test area were used. 

The divergence between the prediction and measurements in the mid
dle of the route AI-A2 shown by Fig. 10 is caused by the variable building 
distance along the radio path. 

Table 3 shows the standard deviation of the predictions from the mea
surements. It can be observed from Table 3 the effect of the modifica
tion of the model application and the dependence of the results on the 
used database. 
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Table 2 
Table of standard deviations 

Model 
Route WJ WJ WJA.C 2D vert. 

impr. 

A1-A2 2.69 2.8 3.52 3.29 
B1-B2 4.13 4.37 7.46 4.12 
C1-C2 1.72 2.39 2.64 3.02 
D1-D2 3.27 3.46 6.03 2.66 

Table 3 
Material parameters of a brick sample 

Freq.[MHz] Re(e) Im(e) 
400.00 2.753 0.407 
450.00 2.638 0.450 
500.00 2.640 0.449 
600.00 2.600 0.605 
700.00 2.583 0.837 
800.00 2.724 0.995 
900.00 2.791 1.079 
1000.00 3.060 1.159 
1200.00 3.499 1.224 
1400.00 3.987 1.089 
1600.00 4.405 0.817 
1620.00 4.404 0.702 
1650.00 4.448 0.609 
1670.00 4.472 0.523 
1700.00 4.632 0.420 

The curves resulted from the comparison between measurements and 
prediction for routes C1-C2 ans D1-D2 are not presented because of the 
great number of the figures already included, but the standard deviation 
for these routes is also given by Table 2. 

The results of the vertical plane model were also compared with the 
measurements and are shown by Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The comparison shows 
good agreement, but the differences become larger, when propagation on 
the street level should be taken into consideration. We plan to complete 
the model with the transverse plane, which will yield even better results. 
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Conclusion 

In this paper the analysis of COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model and a 3D 
model based on the UTD were presented. 

In the first part of the paper the error introduced by the parameters 
of the COST 231 model, the effect of the database accuracy on the results 
and the modification in the application of the COST 231 model for the 
environment where the model assumptions are not satisfied were presented. 
The modification reduces the prediction errors to some degree but they still 
remain relative large because of the rough considerations of the COST 231 
model. Therefore, a 3D model is going to be worked out from which the 
first results related to the vertical plane were presented in the second part 
of the paper. This model can already be used in the case when the BS 
antenna height is greater than the building height and it will be completed 
to be applicable on a larger scale of environments. 

The predictions were assessed by measurements on an area of 
Budapest showing the applicability of the models. 
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